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EXHIBIT DOCUMENTS

Doc. No. | Summary | Capture Date |
--- | --- | --- |
12-1025-65 | Propaganda leaflet | 1 Dec 65, 30730007, Capital Military Region |
| Propaganda leaflet of Minh Tan District National Liberation Front, calling upon the people in the district to resist the establishment of strategic hamlets. | |
12-1026-65 | Propaganda leaflet | 1 Dec 65, 30730007, Capital Military Region |
| Propaganda leaflet, commemorating the 5th anniversary of the founding of the National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam on 30 December 1965, and attributing the rising of living costs to Americans' presence in Saigon. | |
12-1027-65 | Propaganda leaflet | 1 Dec 65, 30730007, Capital Military Region |
| Propaganda leaflet, calling upon the people in Saigon to boycott and chase Americans out of the country. | |
12-1028-65 | Propaganda leaflet | 1 Dec 65, 30730007, Capital Military Region |
| Propaganda leaflet of Saigon Giadinh Armed Forces, urging soldiers of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces, Civil Guard and Self-Defense Corps, and members of the National Police to join the VC ranks. | |
12-1029-65 | Propaganda leaflet | 1 Dec 65, 30730007, Capital Military Region |
| Propaganda leaflet, calling upon the people to rise up, destroy strategic hamlets and seize the government. | |
12-1030-65 | Propaganda leaflet | 1 Dec 65, 30730007, Capital Military Region |
| Propaganda leaflet originated by Saigon-Giadinh Region National Liberation Front. | |
calling upon all residents of Saigon and Gia-  
dinh to observe 15 minutes’ silence in memory  
of VC soldiers and civilians killed by the  
Americans, and also in memory of U. S. peace-  
fighters who died for South Vietnam. On 19  
December 1965, from 1200 to 1215H Indochina time,  
i.e., 1300 to 1315H Saigon time, all activity  
will be temporarily discontinued; people will  
neither go out nor move about vehicles, public  
services and markets will not operate.

12-1031-65  
Propaganda leaflet

VC propaganda leaflet # 87, 10 August 1965,  
featuring statistics of U. S. aircraft losses  
in North Vietnam from 5 to 7 August 1965, and  
BV/NSF losses in South Vietnam during the first  
six months of 1965.

12-1032-65  
Propaganda leaflet

VC news bulletin # 82, 2 August 1965,  
featuring news on the VC overrunning of Ba-  
lan (Ba ian) self-defense post, on 20 July  
1965.

12-1033-65  
News bulletin

VC news bulletin # 85, 10 August 1965,  
featuring news on the VC attack of Da Nang  
gasoline spot on 5 August 1965, and the  
sighting of two Chinese nationalist submarines  
by Red China’s Navy, on 6 August 1965.

12-1034-65  
News bulletin

VC news bulletin # 86, 10 August 1965,  
featuring statistics of BV/NSF and U. S. losses  
in Central Truong Son region during the first  
six months of 1965.

12-1035-65  
News bulletin

VC news bulletin # 89, 12 August 1965,  
featuring news of VC victories at Ba Dop  
(Special Forces camp: 20-24 July 1965) and Ke Hot,  
Koch Gia (28 July 1965).
Summary

12-1036-65 News bulletin

- VC news bulletin #115, 26 October 1965, featuring news on the VC attack of Phi Ho Special Forces camp in late October 1965.

12-1037-65 News bulletin

- VC news bulletin #114, 26 October 1965, featuring news of defections from SVN/LF ranks in Ben Gioc and Long An Province, in September 1965, and statistics of SVN/LF losses from 27 September to 3 October 1965, in Central Kanto Region.

12-1038-65 News bulletin

- News bulletin #123, dated 11 Nov 65, relating the shooting down of 2 US H-14 helicopters by guerrillas of Tan Binh and Tan Loi Villages on 6 Nov 65 and 9 Nov 65, killing 8 Americans and capturing one H-49 and 10 rockets.

- The second part announced that 727 US airplanes have been shot down over North Vietnam as of 9 Nov 65.

12-1039-65 News bulletin

- News bulletin #124, dated 11 Nov 65, relating a VC victory over one Battalion of the US 7736 airborne Brigade on 9 Nov 65, citing UPI, that it was the greatest loss ever suffered by the Brigade, and that all helicopters in that area were not enough to carry the wounded out of the battle area.

- The second part of the bulletin relates the suicide of Roger Lepore, US citizen living in New York who burned himself in the front of the US office to protest the US war of aggression in VI.

12-1040-65 News bulletin

- News bulletin #125, dated 12 Nov 65, relating the successful VC attacks on Chu Lai and Da Nang airfields on 28 Oct 65.
Losses at Chu Lai, according to the VC:
57 airplanes were completely destroyed (6 jet fighters, 2 tanker aircraft, 3 reconnaissance airplanes, 6 helicopters)
7 houses destroyed
3 armored amphibious vehicles burned
300 casualties to include pilots, combat soldiers and technicians.

Losses at De Mang:
70 helicopters were destroyed
22 block houses
13 barracks
8 vehicles to include 3 armored amphibious vehicles
1 rocket ammunition depot
1 flat trajectory ammunition depot destroyed
1 aircraft spare parts depot

12-10-65 News bulletin: VC news bulletin featuring news on VC victories at Da Nang and Chu Lai air bases, on 27 and 28 October 1965.
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